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Dear Friends of Oliver Scholars,

2019 was a year of significant changes and transformation for Oliver Scholars. We welcomed a new CEO, along with new members of our senior leadership team; we embarked on a strategic planning process to ensure the long-term sustainability of our institution; we expanded our outreach to include the CEO Salon Series; we launched new partnerships to help our college scholars and recent college graduates access expanded career opportunities; our work together was featured on CBS This Morning and CNN Heroes; and we began the process of reimagining and deepening our work with scholars, partner schools, parents, and alumni.

Luckily, we did not have to start from scratch. The truth is that Oliver Scholars has a long track record of engaging with scholars and other stakeholders in ways that reflect the kind of care, intention, and thought you’d expect from any world-class youth-serving organization. Our current scholars and accomplished and engaged alumni often bear witness to the transformative impact this organization has had on their lives. Time and time again, as we spoke with members of this amazing community, there was one unifying word that showed up in every conversation: FAMILY.

As an organization that is not only committed to opening new educational pathways for our young people, but one that also has a long-standing commitment to nurturing future generations of Black and Latinx leaders, Oliver Scholars often talk about the sense of family and deep connection that have become hallmarks of this organization over the last 35 years. So, while the faces may have changed, we’re still the same old Oliver Scholars – delivering our signature “Scholar Immersion Program” or SIP with the same focus on academic rigor and foundational community building that people expect from us; identifying talented Black and Latinx students from across New York City to embark on the journey that has changed so many lives; and supporting, guiding, and nurturing our scholars throughout their independent school journeys. All the mission critical work that drives the engine of this community is still at the heart of our planning and how we engage with scholars and the larger community.

We have never lost sight of the power of this organization, the importance of our work, or the global impact our incredibly accomplished alumni continue to have wherever their professional and personal journeys have taken them. We recognize that our friends and supporters are a huge part of what has carried our organization through. Your generosity and dedication have fueled the dreams and aspirations of so many young people – but we’ve still got work to do!

We are dreaming big dreams and doing the work at Oliver Scholars. We hope we can continue to rely on your philanthropy, volunteerism, and ambassadorship to continue helping us to build a sustainable future for the organization. Together, I know we’ll remain #OliverStrong.
MISSION
The Oliver Scholars Program prepares high-achieving Black and Latinx students from underserved New York City communities for success at top independent high schools and prestigious colleges. We provide crucial support for both the scholars and their families so they can realize their full potential and ultimately give back to the city, the nation, and the world.

WHAT WE DO
- Provide skills, strategies, and resources for students to navigate the independent school admissions process, including the SSAT exam.
- Prepare scholars for high school by equipping them with the academic and social tools that ensure success in independent school environments.
- Foster a sense of community among cohorts with leadership activities, community building opportunities, and service projects.
- Provide guidance and support to scholars in high school and college.
WE PREPARE HIGH ACHIEVING BLACK AND LATINX STUDENTS FOR SUCCESS

OUR SCHOLARS

- Black (42.96%)
- Latinx (39.44%)
- Multi-Cultural (14.79%)
OLIVER SCHOLARS PROVIDES UP TO 10 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SUPPORT FOR GIFTED STUDENTS FROM 7TH GRADE THROUGH COLLEGE GRADUATION.

Our work began in 1984. Since then, we have delivered our Scholar Immersion and Placement Program curriculum to more than 1,200 students. We are one of the preeminent education access organizations in the country.

238
Middle School and High School students

86%
Increase in median family income compared to peers without a degree

122
Enrolled in college

40%
First generation college students

85%
Earn a bachelor’s degree within 5 years compared to 21% of their peers
A SCHOLAR’S JOURNEY

1,200 Nominations received
70 Acceptances into Scholar Immersion Program
150 Hours of community service in high school
79% Enrolled at the top schools in the country

RECRUITMENT & ADMISSION
Nominations
Admission Information Meetings
Application Submission
Interview Weekend
Acceptance

SCHOLAR IMMERSION & PLACEMENT
Summer Program
Fall, Winter, Spring Class
Placement Support & Decisions
Summer Program II
Recognition Ceremony
SCHOLAR SUCCESS
Guidance and Support & Bi-annual School Visits
Individual Academic & Social - Emotional Support
Summer Engagement & Internship Placement
Mentoring & Career Exploration
Leadership Development

COLLEGE & CAREER SUPPORT
SAT/ACT Classes
College Tours
College & Financial Aid Applications
Internships & Career Guidance

JOURNEY

100% Class of 2019 were admitted into 4 year colleges
90% Average cumulative GPA of scholars
$3M Financial aid was leveraged for new scholars in 2019
A part of Oliver’s Scholar Immersion and Placement Program (SIP), the Summer Program is a five-week, full-time education enrichment course that helps scholars meet the increased expectations of independent school.

In 2019, we offered Summer SIP to 190 students who spent four weeks at Ramaz School in New York City and a one-week, overnight campus experience at The Berkshire School in Massachusetts.

“I am proud to be part of the Oliver family and look forward to giving back to a community that has helped open doors for my future.”

— OLIVER SCHOLAR
The Lawrenceville School
COMPLETED 150+ HOURS OF SERVICE
All students are required to complete 150 hours of service before graduating from high school.

COMPLETED OVER 400 HOURS OF ACADEMIC WORK
Coursework included English, Math, History, Science, Technology, Art History, and leadership development.
“Oliver has been a monumental help, to say the least. The programs and academic work gave me the opportunity to reach my full potential. And, not only did the staff guide me through the processes of applying to prestigious institutions like my high school and my college, but they provided support to help me get through difficult situations and choices.”

― OLIVER SCHOLAR
The Nightingale-Bamford School
Georgetown University
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

MOCK INTERVIEWS
Mock Interview workshops prepared our eighth grade class for successful interviews at independent schools.

COMMUNITY SERVICE DAY
On the day before Thanksgiving, the Oliver community came together to give back to New York City.

100 Students 5 Locations
WE BELIEVE that a community works when all voices are represented and valued in the decision-making process. Oliver Scholars ensures that the voices of historically marginalized students are heard, supported and amplified.

WE ARE COMMITTED to our core principles across all levels of our work. This includes prioritizing curriculum and delivery to historically marginalized communities and high achieving Black and Latinx youth, while ensuring our Scholar Immersion and Placement Program is student-centered by creating culturally relevant learning environments that acknowledge the academic barriers and enhance identity development and leadership.

WE ARE TRANSPARENT about our program activity, our outcomes and the implementation of our Strategic Plans.

$6M
Our students secure more than $6M in financial aid and scholarships for college

32%
Of scholars are accepted into Ivy League colleges and universities

100%
Of our high school seniors were admitted into 4 year colleges
INTERVIEW WEEKEND
Prospective Oliver Scholars and their families were interviewed in April 2019 during this two-day event.

CEO SALON SERIES
In 2019, Oliver Scholars launched the CEO Salon Series. These informative, community-building conversations feature panelists who specialize in areas such as gifted education, equity, and inclusion.
Partner Schools are vital to unlocking opportunity for our scholars. Since its founding, Oliver has been committed to building long-term relationships with rigorous and prestigious college preparatory schools.

Thank you for your partnership—we could not do this work without you.
INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
The Allen-Stevenson School
Avenues School
Bay Ridge Prep School
The Berkeley Carroll School
Berkshire School
Blair Academy
Blue School
The Brearley School
Brooklyn Friends School
Brooks School
The Browning School
The Calhoun School
Canterbury School
Cate School
Cathedral School
The Chapin School
Cheshire Academy
Cheshire School
Choate Rosemary Hall
Church Farm School
Collegiate School
Columbia Grammar and Preparatory School
Concord Academy
Convent of the Sacred Heart
Cushing Academy
The Dalton School
Dana Hall School
Deerfield Academy
Dwight-Englewood School
Emma Willard School
Episcopal High School
The Ethel Walker School
Ethical Culture Fieldston School
Foxcroft School
Friends Seminary
George School
The Governor's Academy
Grace Church School
Greenwich Academy
Groton School
Hackley School
The Hewitt School
The Hill School
Horace Mann School
The Hotchkiss School
Hun School of Princeton
Kent School
The Kew Forest School
Kimball Union Academy
The Kiski School
Lawrence-Woodmere (Day)
The Lawrenceville School
Léman Manhattan
Preparatory School
The Loomis Chaffee School
LREI
Maderia School
Marymount School of New York
The Masters School
Middlesex School
Midland School
Milton Academy
Miss Hall’s School
Miss Porter’s School
The Nightingale-Bamford School
Northfield Mount Hermon School
Oldfields School
The Packer Collegiate Institute
The Peddie School
Phillips Academy Andover
Phillips Exeter Academy
Poly Prep Country Day School
Pomfret School
Portsmouth Abbey School
Regis High School
Riverdale Country School
Rockland Country Day School
The Ross School
Rudolf Steiner School
Rye Country Day School
Saint Ann’s School
Santa Catalina School
Solebury School
The Spence School
St. Andrew’s School
St. Ann’s School
St. George’s School
St. Hilda’s & St. Hugh’s School
St. James School
St. Mark’s School
St. Paul’s School
Suffield Academy
Taft School
Thacher School
Town School
Trevor Day School
Trinity School
Trinity-Pawling School
United Nations International School
Villanova Preparatory School
Webb Schools
Western Reserve Academy
Westminster School
Westminster Academy
Westtown School
The White Mountain School
Woodberry Forest School
Worcester Academy
York Prep

COLLEGES
Amherst College
Bard College
Barnard College*
Bates College
Boston College
Boston University*
Bowdoin College*
Brown University*
Carnegie Mellon University*
Case Western Reserve*
Colgate University*
Columbia University*
Cornell University*
Dartmouth College*
Davidson College
Emory University*
Franklin and Marshall*
Georgetown University
Gettysburg College*
Hamilton College
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Kenyon College
Lafayette College
Lehigh University*
Middlebury College*
MIT
Mount Holyoke College*
New York University*
Northeastern*
Northwestern
Oberlin College
Pitzer College
Princeton University
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute*
Scripps College
Skidmore College*
Swarthmore College*
Trinity College
Tufts University*
University of Pennsylvania*
University of Richmond*
University of Southern California
University of Virginia
US Military Academy at West Point
Vassar College*
Wesleyan University*
Williams College*
Yale University*

* indicates multiple Scholars matriculated
OLIVER ALUMNI

ARE THREE TIMES MORE LIKELY TO GRADUATE WITH A 4-YEAR DEGREE THAN THEIR PEERS.

Alumni are represented on our boards and our staff, and serve as our primary volunteer base.

THANK YOU TO OUR OLIVER ALUMNI FOR LEADING THE WAY.

ALUMNI COUNCIL
Johnny A. Araujo ’09
Ajanae Bennet ’12
Melvin Boone ’10
Tiffany Caton ’02
Shenique Coston ’99
Alexander Fernandez ’11
Marcus Johnson ’03
Debon Lewis ’99
Dominique Martinez ’03
Eric Martinez ’03
Adam Mustefa ’12
Dan Pelo ’08
Albanery Roman ’95
Shirley Rumierk ’95
Elida Salcedo ’96
Leena Shiwbaran ’00
Maria Tellez ’00
Emanuel Vega ’04
Paul Williams ’02
The 2019 Oliver Scholars Gala honored Donna Speciale, President of Advertising Sales of Turner, George Van Amson, Managing Director of Morgan Stanley and Wendy Van Amson Co-Founder and Director of The Independent School Diversity Network; and Oliver’s Class of 2019. Oliver alumna Shirley Rumierk ‘95 hosted the evening.

RECIPIENTS OF THE EXCELLENCE AWARD:
• Melvin Mercado ’19

CHAMPION OF EXCELLENCE HONOREES:
• George Van Amson, Managing Director, Morgan Stanley
• Wendy Van Amson, Co-Founder & Director, The Independent School Diversity Network
• Donna Speciale, President of Advertising Sales, Turner

In total, the event raised $803,501 to support our scholars. We are deeply appreciative of the generosity of our donors and thanks to our Trustees, alumni, and friends who were able to join us for the evening.
2019 FINANCIALS*

REVENUE
- Foundations: $212,858
- Corporations: $113,155
- Individuals: $179,903
- In-Kind Contributions: $14,868
- Special Events: $411,480
- Investment Income: $504,066
- Other Income: $34,823
- Net Assets: $2,291,503
Total Revenue: $3,762,656

PROGRAM EXPENSES
- Program Services Placement: $325,189
- Admissions and Recruitment: $649,059
- Summer Program: $721,079
- College Program: $106,546
- Scholar Services: $1,087,999
Total Program Expenses: $2,889,872

SUPPORT SERVICES
- Fundraising: $323,926
- Management and General: $645,528
Total Supporting Services: $969,454

TOTAL EXPENSES: $3,859,326

*Final audited numbers pending
THANK YOU
for helping unlock opportunity for New York City students of color.

GIFT IN KIND
All American Entertainment
Grace Church

DREAM MAKERS ($25,000+)
All American Entertainment
Bradford and Tamara Bernstein
Keith E. Canton ’93 and Symonne Canton
Charles Hayden Foundation
JBT Capital, Inc.
Joyce and Irving Goldman Family Foundation
Jonathan and Jeannie Lavine
Yvonne S. Quinn
Dorothea B. Schlosser and Thomas M. Kopczynski
Shippy Foundation
Robert F. Smith
Louisa and John Troubh
OppenheimerFunds
WarnerMedia

CHAMPIONS ($15,000+)
Dow Jones Foundation
Robert A. Guimento and Adrian Gilbey
Charles and Karen Phillips
Marc and Margi Scherr
Al and Patricia Zollar

VISIONARIES ($10,000+)
Boies Schiller & Flexner LLP
Terry-Ann Burrell ’95
Mark and Ania Cheng Kingdon Foundation
Columbia University
Giorgio Armani Corporation
Paul S. Gottlieb and Sara Adler
Grain Management, LLC
Michael and Katherine Kessler
Laura J. Niles Foundation
William and Carol Lewis
Raymond McGuire and Crystal McCray
Pam and Bill Michaelcheck
Morgan Stanley
James and Sheila Mossman
MSC Inc.
Fred and Liza Murrell
Amelia and Adebayo Ogunsile
Clarence Otis and Jacqui Bradley
PLM Foundation
Jeffrey Seller
Frederick Terrell and Jonelle Procope
TapSpin
Tracy V. Maitland and Kimberley Hatchett-Maitland
Adrian Millan ’94 and Wendy Millian
The Hyde and Watson Foundation
Christopher and Janice Williams
David and Valerie Williams

LEARNING PARTNERS ($5,000+)
Gerald and Gwen Adolph
Andrew and Avery Barth
Daniel L. Black
Jonathan and Susan Bram
Castle Harlan
CastleOak Securities, L.P.
The Dianne and David Stern Foundation
Moore Freres & Company
Laurence C. Morse and Pamela McKoin
The Richard and Elizabeth Witten Foundation
Gustavo Schved and Lucy Harrington
Anthony C. Spikes
Raymond and Patricia Chambers
Sharon A. Korsgaard Kalita and Arthur J. Kalita
Stephen Russell
Loro Piana
Taffin, LLC

MENTORS SOCIETY ($2,500+)
BNY Mellon
Kenneth and Katherine Chenault
Christina and Robert Dow Foundation
Katrina Cukaj
Francesca and Alex Fusco
Thomas H. Gloecker
Vikas Kalra
Seth Klarman
Curtis W. Jackson
John N. Blackman, Sr. Foundation
Alston E. Lambert, II ’01
Marcus Mabry and Christopher Hubis
Timothy and Karen Macdonald
Ronay and Richard Menschel
Abiola Dele-Michael ’97
Del Shaw Moore and Tanaka Finkelstein
Jacqueline and Kevin Nickelberry
Jaine O’Neill, CSW
Luis Penalver and Elizabeth Davis
Leslie Rankow
Peter S. Reed and Alden Warner III
Riverdale Country School
John David Schramm, II
John N. Blackman, Sr. Foundation
Esta E. Stecher
The Berkeley Carroll School
The Chapin School
The Dalton School
Trinity School
Robert L. Warner and Larry Bobel
William Caspar Graustein Memorial Fund
WorldNet International Couriers, Inc.
Trinity School
William Caspar Graustein Memorial Fund
WorldNet International Couriers, Inc.

ADVOCATES CIRCLE ($1,000+)
Anonymous
Yaw Asamoah
Kenneth and Judy Bacon
Amy Butler and Ted Gregory
Cate School
Carlton and Janet Charles
Christian Roberts Foundation
Church Farm School
Collegiate School
Lynn and Charles Crow
Chuck S. Crow IV and Katherine Devlin
Aaron and Deborah Dean
Devan Review
Nicholas Doering-Dorival
Stuart and Melissa Downing
Joseph Dugan
Blair M. Duncan
Damien Dwin and Dasha Smith
Benjeil Z. Edghill ’94 and Mary Ann S. Edghill
Margaret MacDonald Engles and Sean Engles
Ramon Escobar
FENDI Americas
Sean and Lisa Fitzgerald
Kim Fletcher
Lindsey Foreman
Yuri A. Francis ’95
Friends Seminary of New York
Rise and Howard Brown
Elizabeth Brown and Mark Smith
Tom Burke
Ryan Burrell
Lori Candelmo and Luis Garcia
Roderich and Charlotte Carr
Lorraine Casamento
Ypsi Castillo
Tiffany Caton ’02
Audrey Chandler
Natasha N. Cobb ’97
Shenique Coston ’99
George Creppy ’93
Chelsea Crowder
Baldwin Cunningham
Yaw Darkwa ’03
Albin Dautovski
Lisa Davis
Mark Dimont
Edward Doherty
Dan Dolgin
Elizabeth Donohue
Elizabeth Duffy and John Gutman
Beverly Duran
David Ekizian
Anny Ewing
Carolyn and Joshua Ezrin
Allen Feliz ’99
Josean Fernandez
Cynthia Figueroa ’08
Sharon Stulberg and Jon Fish
Stephen Flemming ’98
Linda Foley
Giorgio Fomari
Licia Foster
Brenda Fullard
Jeffrey Garcia ’09
Peter Gawskin
Nancy Gilbert
Allen Go
Mary Golden
Google, Inc.
Christine Govan
Colvin Grannum
Valerie Grillo ’92
Brendan Hammond
Barbara Hampton
Laura Happersett
Danielle Heckman
Michael Henry
Simone Henry and Harold Agblonon
Neil Hirscheid
Ed and Deidre Hogan
Natasha Holiday
Karen Hopkins
Heidi Idrovo
Larry Ise
Joseph and Dana Johnson
Jason Johnson
Dominique Jones
Laurence Kantor
Jay and Karen Katz
Fern Khan
Kenny and Nora King ’97
Steve Klugman
Brigid Lang
Nicole Lantigua ’13
Marta LaRock
Allison Lee
Matthew Lightman
Chastity Lord
Edda-Lotta Haraldsson
Hilda Lui
Mohammed Maftuz
Michael and Gwen Marder
Christine Mark-Duruaku
Steve Hever and Sheila Marmon Hever
Marymount Manhattan College
Marc Mazur
Tatarii H. McKenzie ’12
Isela Melendez-Carpio
Milestones Publishing and Education Consulting
Maria Miller
Marc Morial and Michelle Miller
Jasmine Mitchell ’99 and Travis Batty
Janise and William Mitchell
Max Mizera
Thomas and Diane Morgan
Peter Moylan
Jeffry Mumment
Paula Nailor
NOLA Foundation
Tunde Olutunji
Roxanne Olsen
Lisa Orbe-Austin
Neva Ouilikon ’92
Stephanie Palmer
Paradigm Asset Management
Gleny Pazmino
Pitney Bowes
Sandy Placido ’04
Rosemary Plumstead
Barry Pomerantz
Margarette Purvis
Melanie Rattigan
Josina Reaves ’91
Robert Reffkin
Diane Renee
Tom Reynolds
Kish Roberts and Keisha Harper-Roberts
Chris Robinson
Rafael Rojas ’10
Ronald Rolfe and Sara Dareshori
Freddy Rolon ’92
Albanery Roman
Lauren Rosenblum
Mitchell Sampson
Steven Schall
Trudy Scotch-Cordaro and Jody Cordaro
Leena Shiwbaran ’00 and Dave Coulthart
Dave Silberman and Eliat Glikman
Lee Simonds Brown
David Smith
Social Good Fund
Brian Sowell ’91 and Jill Sowell
Katia Sperduto
John Stares
Janet Stark
Harvey Sternberg
Madeleine Stix
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan, LLP
Roy Swan
Cristina Swan
Jessi Swearh
Maria Tellez ’00
Jeffrey Then ’07
Amy Thomas
Taneka Thomas
Jennifer Toner
Albertha Toppins
Julieta Ugaz Theander
Jenny Ulioa
Alexandra Van Amson
Vanguard Charitable
Emanuel Vega ’04
Visa, Inc.
Robert Vitalo and Jackie Montras
Amy Vorenberg
Shondelle Weekes ’12
Stafford Woodley, Jr. ’94
Clayton Wynter ’92
Ron Yorrick, Jr. ’00
Elke Zuern
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

OFFICERS
Dorothea Schlosser, Chair
Louisa Troubh, Vice Chair
Rob Guimento, Treasurer
Keith Canton ’93, Secretary

MEMBERS
John Allman
Brad Bernstein
Michael Kessler
Kimberly King ’93
Don Lemon
Raina Oberoi
Kathleen O’Grady
Amma Osei
Timothy Pope

Yvonne Quinn
Priyanka Srivastava
Bob Vitalo

LIFE TRUSTEES
Judith-Ann Corrente, Past Board Chair
George Creppy ’93
Victoria Goldman
Paul Gottlieb
Leita Hamill
Mark Horowitz
Sharon Korsgaard Kalita
Marcus Mabry, Past Board Chair
Socrates Nicholas
Donn O’Brien, Past Board Chair

JUNIOR BOARD
Mary Grain
Celi Khanyile-Lynch ’09
Vanessa King-Jones
Maggie Macdonald
Jasmine Mitchell ’99
Sirin Neyzi
Joshua Novick
Megan Ryan
Alison Scherr
Jodi Scherr
Tawanda Scott
Ibrahim Shah ’09
Francis Tanczos

*photo of current Board Members
GET INVOLVED
Together we can do so much more!
Here’s how you can lead change with Oliver Scholars:

CONNECT AND SPREAD THE WORD:
Follow us on FaceBook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn to stay on top of the latest news from Oliver and share our updates with others.

VOLUNTEER & PARTNER:
We are always looking for individual professionals and corporate partners to support our outreach activities, connect with our scholars and young alumni, and participate in key programs such as Interview Weekend and Admissions Mock Interviews.

ENGAGE:
Through our Open Houses and CEO Salon Series, we offer myriad opportunities to learn more about Oliver’s program and the broader impact of our mission. Come see Oliver in action!

CONTRIBUTE:
Our critical, comprehensive programming depends on considerable financial resources to operate. Your generous contributions provide Oliver with the financial security needed to continue offering a robust, uninterrupted experience for our scholars. To make a gift, please visit oliverscholars.org/donate.

JOIN THE CLUB 1984 GIFT CIRCLE:
Consider a monthly gift of $19.84 or more in honor of our founding year. Small gifts, when multiplied, make a huge impact! Visit us online and be sure to click the “recurring gift” box.

For more ways to get involved contact development@oliverscholars.org